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This is the third issue of 2019, and in this issue we delve deeper into the intricacies of sleep and its effects on health and well-being. We begin by sharing a
piece written by Dr. Michael Breus, better known as The Sleep Doctor, in which
he discusses the effects of poor sleep on risk of cancer development. This piece
will be followed up in our next issue with a follow-up story he wrote in which he
dives deeper into the mechanisms of poor sleep on cancer development. We tie
in other smaller stories that focus on sleep, including the effects of various complementary approaches on sleep outcomes in MPN patients. We finish this issue
with the introduction of our newest team member addition, a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at Arizona State University.
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Special points of interest
 Inside we delve deeper into the
complexities of sleep and how
good, or poor, sleep can impact
your health and well-being
 We welcome a new Postdoctoral Research Fellow to the
group, Dr. Shannon ClarkSienkiewicz. Read her bio on
the back page to learn more
about our exciting new addition
to the team!
 Click on the link to the left to
view the MPN 2019 Summer
Update provided by Drs. Ruben
Mesa and Robyn Scherber of UT
Health San Antonio MD Anderson.

Call for Patient Stories
We would love to hear your story and share it with other MPN patients and
caregivers in the community. Both patients and caregivers alike can benefit and
draw inspiration, strength, and courage from the stories of others in the community. We hope to share more patient stories in future issues! If you have a
story you would like to share, please feel free to contact Ryan Eckert, Research
Coordinator for Mays Cancer Center at UT Health San Antonio, at eckertr@uthscsa.edu. Please keep your story to 200-300 words and submit it in a
Microsoft Word document file.
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How Does Sleep Affect Our Cancer Risk?
It’s a question I’m asked a lot: what is the connection between sleep and cancer?
People are often really asking: if I sleep poorly, does my cancer risk go up? That’s one
important aspect of the relationship between sleep and cancer, but there are others.
Sleep can be a key preventative strategy that may help reduce your risk of cancer.
Thanks to scientific breakthroughs that have deepened our understanding of circadian
rhythms, sleep is now being used as a therapeutic tool in the treatment of cancer. For
people living with cancer, sleep can be both a challenge and an opportunity—a challenge to sleep well, and an opportunity to use sleep to strengthen the body’s natural
powers to fight against cancer.
In a series of articles, I’ll unpack and explore the complex relationship between cancer
and sleep. I’ll look at some of the cutting-edge scientific discoveries that are informing
how we approach cancer prevention, and how sleep is an emerging player in the world
of cancer therapy.
The article shared here was
written by Dr. Michael Breus,
better known as The Sleep
Doctor, and was published on
his blog on January 8th, 2019.

Why Sleep?
Sleep is such an important
biologic process that affects
so much of our health and
well-being. Increases in
both sleep quantity and
quality can do wonders for
our overall health and sense
of well-being, whereas poor
sleep quality and quantity
can be incredibly detrimental to our health.
Achieving high quality sleep
and a sufficient quantity of
sleep each night, and making this a habit, can have a
restorative effect on the
body and has been linked
with many benefits in the
scientific literature, including in cancer patients. Our
next few issues of the MPN
QoL Study Group’s Quarterly Patient Report, including
this one, will aim to shed
some light on sleep!
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Sleep and cellular health
Before we jump into looking at how some specific sleep issues may influence cancer
risk, let’s take a step back and examine some fundamentals about both sleep and cancer.
We know that sleep is absolutely essential to the body’s cellular health. During sleep—
especially during deep, slow-wave, sleep—the body goes to work to repair damaged
cells and DNA, promote healthy new cell growth, and fortify and strengthen the immune system.
Research points to the deeply restorative power of sleep: A 2014 study found that
getting enough high-quality sleep is linked to slower cellular aging in healthy adults.
Scientists measured cellular age using telomere length, which is considered a key cellage indicator. Older adults who slept enough and slept well had longer telomeres—a
sign of “younger” cells.
Studies also show the risks to cell and DNA function when we don’t get enough highquality sleep. Another 2014 study found that the lack of sleep increases damage to
DNA, injury and dysfunction to cells, including heightened cell death, increased cell
proliferation, and increased risk for cell replication errors.
Why all this attention to sleep’s role in protecting cellular and DNA health? Cancer is a
disease of many forms, but all types of cancer involve out-of-control growth and replication of damaged, abnormal cells. DNA plays an elemental role in cancer, because our
genes exert control over how our cells behave, including how they grow, repair, and
replicate.
We have a great deal to learn about how sleep affects the risks for and development of
cancer. But it’s not difficult to imagine a fundamental connection between sleep—with
its essential role as a time for the body to restore and maintain healthy cell function—
and cancer.
With those fundamentals in mind, let’s take a closer look at how different sleep
patterns and sleep issues may affect our cancer risk.

What about sleep and
MPN Patients?

Does sleeping too little increase risks for cancer?
Lack of sufficient sleep is an epidemic problem in our society, one that’s been growing for
decades. More than 1 in 3 American adults get less than the recommended minimum 7
hours of nightly rest. Sleep deprivation and sleep debt are also rampant among teenagers,
with as few as 15 percent of teens getting the 8-10 hours of nightly sleep they need. Short
sleep has been scientifically linked to increased risks for serious and chronic illnesses including heart disease and stroke, obesity and type 2 diabetes. What about cancer?
The scientific research right now is mixed. A couple of recent reviews of studies have found
no statistically significant increased risk of cancer from insufficient sleep. At the same time,
other studies have shown a lack of sleep is tied to elevated risks for several different types
of cancer. Studies have shown short-sleep duration—that’s another way of saying not
sleeping enough—is linked to a higher risk of colorectal cancer. Insufficient sleep has also
been identified as a factor in elevating risk for colorectal adenomas—these are polyps
found in the colon, which can sometimes develop into cancer. And multiple studies –
including a long-term, large-scale study published recently–show that short sleep may increase breast cancer risk, one of the most-studied forms of cancer.
Can sleeping too much increase cancer risk?
The scientific picture is similarly mixed when it comes to oversleeping and cancer risk. The
health risks of oversleeping tend to be overlooked, compared to not sleeping enough. But
they’re real. Oversleeping is linked to depression and other mood disorders, obesity, cardiovascular disease, neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s. As with short sleep,
there’s not yet a clear picture of how extended sleep duration—typically defined as sleeping more than 9 hours a night—impacts cancer risk.
Some of the reviews of studies that show no elevated risk from short sleep also show no
elevated cancer risk connected to long sleep. And yet there are studies indicating links between specific types of cancer and sleeping too much. Research in postmenopausal women
showed an increased risk of liver cancer associated with sleeping more than 9 hours a
night. Some research shows breast cancer risk may rise with longer sleep duration, while
other studies investigating breast cancer risk found no link to long sleep duration. In particular, the risks of estrogen-positive forms of breast cancer appear to be increased by sleep
duration.

The story we share herein
by discusses some of the
cancer risks associated with
poor sleep; however, what
are ways in which MPN patients can improve their
sleep to avoid further harmful effects of poor sleep
quality and quantity? Our
team has conducted two
online yoga studies and a
recent smartphone-based
meditation study in MPN
patients in which we looked
at sleep as an outcome. In
all three of these studies,
we have seen online yoga
and
smartphone-based
meditation have a positive
impact on sleep in MPN
patients. More specifically,
we have seen MPN patients
report fewer sleep disturbances (e.g., quicker time to
fall asleep and better able
to stay asleep after falling
asleep). We have both
quantitative data and qualitative data to support these
improvements. In poststudy interviews we conducted after the conclusion
of each of these studies, we
had patients report that
better sleep often led to
less fatigue the following
day. These studies our team
have conducted are preliminary in nature, and larger
studies are needed to confirm these findings, but it
seems that there are benefits to yoga and meditation
for sleep in MPN patients,
and that this improved
sleep may have benefits
extending beyond higher
quality sleep patterns.
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Why this lack of clarity about the impact of sleep amounts on cancer risk? Sleep is a tremendously complex phenomenon. Cancer is a tremendously complex disease. Tracking and attributing the effects of one on the development of the
other is a difficult endeavor, one that requires close, rigorous, long-term observation. We need to continue to search
for better, more thorough answers about how sleep duration influences the development of cancer.
With cancer, as with other aspects of health, it’s not only sleep duration—or quantity—that matters. Sleep quality, as
well as the timing and routine of sleep, also can have an enormous impact. And there’s compelling research showing
that disrupted, poor quality, and irregularly-timed sleep may have a significant impact on cancer risk.
How does irregular, disrupted sleep affect cancer risk?
While the research about cancer risk and sleep duration is mixed, the scientific links between poor quality sleep and
variable sleep schedules are more clear. Restless, fragmented sleep and irregular sleep patterns have both been linked
to elevated cancer risk, in a body of research that continues to grow. Studies show increased risks for several types of
cancer—including breast, prostate, and thyroid—are linked to disrupted, poor quality sleep. Disrupted sleep may also
contribute to making cancer more aggressive.
You hear me talk a lot about the importance of consistency in sleep routines. Sticking to a regular sleep schedule, one
that aligns with the body’s natural circadian rhythms, is the single healthiest sleep habit you can adopt. For many people, however, that’s easier said than done. Overburdened schedules, stress, excessive exposure to screens and artificial light at night are some of the many challenges we face in sticking to a regular, restful sleep routine. For millions of
Americans, their work schedules don’t allow them to sleep during the night, in alignment with the body’s circadian
clock. Millions of shift workers work evenings, overnights, and early mornings. Awake at times when the body would
naturally be sleeping, they must sleep during “off hours,” when the body (and society at large) are designed to be
awake.
There’s a strong and growing body of research showing that people who work night shifts are at higher risk for developing several types of cancer. Many studies have investigated the effects of nighttime shift work on breast cancer,
showing an increase in breast cancer risk comes with night work, as well as nighttime exposure to light. Studies show
the risks for cancers, including colorectal cancer, gastrointestinal cancer, skin cancer, and lung cancer, may also rise
when people adhere to schedules that keep them awake at night.
A 2018 study of women who worked long-term night shift schedules found they had a 19 percent higher overall risk of
cancer, compared to women who didn’t engage in long-term shift work. Risks for specific types of cancers, including
breast, gastrointestinal, and skin, were even higher. And the longer the women stayed with night work, the higher
their cancer risk became: researchers found that every 5 years of night shift work was connected to a 3.3 percent
higher risk for breast cancer. Because of the strength of this research, night shift work is now identified as a likely carcinogen, or cancer-causing factor, by the International Agency for Research on Cancer and the World Health Organization.

These studies don’t only present a concern for the estimated 15 million Americans who work night shifts. Their results
point to an increasing concern among scientists and medical professionals: that risks for cancer may increase alongside irregular sleep schedules that cause people to function at odds with their natural circadian rhythms.
Our circadian rhythms guide and govern our sleep-wake cycles, as well as many of our body’s fundamental processes,
including digestion, immune function, and hormone production. Disrupted circadian rhythms are often an underlying
factor in restless, poor quality sleep and in sleep disorders. They’re also linked to chronic health problems and disease, including depression and other mood disorders, diabetes, obesity—and to cancer. Studies show circadian disruptions linked to the increased risk of several types of cancer.
I’ll talk more about the complex, important relationship among sleep, circadian rhythms, and cancer in an upcoming
article, as well as about the exciting emerging field of chronotherapy in cancer treatment—a therapy that uses the
powerful influence of circadian rhythms to treat cancer.
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Are there links between sleep disorders and cancer?
Sleep disorders such as insomnia, restless leg syndrome, and sleep apnea affect
both sleep quantity and sleep quality. They also can be both a symptom of—and a
contributor toward—disruptions in circadian sleep rhythms.
There is research that has identified links between several common sleep disorders
and higher cancer risk. A 2015 study found people with insomnia, obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA), and parasomnias all had elevated risks for developing several types of
cancer, including breast, oral, and prostate. (Parasomnia includes a broad range of
disruptive, sleep-related experiences, including teeth grinding, nighttime seizures,
sleep-based movement disorders, and night terrors.)

The scientific links between obstructive sleep apnea and cancer risk appear especially strong. OSA is a disorder that disrupts breathing during sleep, temporarily compromising or interrupting the flow of breath. Research links obstructive sleep apnea
to greater risk for developing cancer, as well as to more aggressive cancers and
to higher mortality rates among cancer patients with OSA. A 2016 study found obstructive sleep apnea and its accompanying disrupted sleep associated with a more
aggressive form of lung cancer. Studies have also shown OSA connected to more
aggressive forms of melanoma.
There hasn’t been enough research done to be conclusive, and we’ve seen some
mixed results in the cancer-OSA research that’s been conducted. Another 2016
study found OSA linked to a higher risk for a few types of cancer (melanoma, pancreatic, and kidney), while also linked to lower rates for breast, colorectal, and prostate cancers. This same study found no increased risks of cancer-related death for
people with sleep apnea, and found no higher risk for metastatic cancer.
This is still an emerging area of research. There’s much more work to do to fully
understand the direct relationship between sleep apnea, other sleep disorders and
cancer development. We know sleep apnea is harmful to health in a number of
ways, hazardous to the brain and to cognitive health, elevating risks for cardiovascular disease, obesity, and diabetes, as well as to accidental injury and death. While
we continue to learn about the effects of sleep apnea and other sleep issues on cancer risk, it’s important to follow through on diagnosis and treatment of any type of
disordered sleep, including sleep apnea.
-Dr. Michael Breus, PhD
The Sleep Doctor

Next in This Series…
In our next issue of the
MPN QoL Study Group’s
Quarterly Patient Report
(to be shared on November 15th, 2019), we will
share another piece by Dr.
Breus in which he dives
into the mechanisms by
which sleep may affect
cancer development, including the role of circadian
rhythms,
sleep’s
effects on our immune
system, and key hormonal
changes that occur when
sleep is disrupted or curtailed.
We hope you enjoyed this
piece by Dr. Breus. To
learn more about him and
some of the work he
does, please visit his website by clicking on the
hyperlink below his name
(to the left) or by going to
the following website:
https://
thesleepdoctor.com/
On his website, you can
also follow his blog in
which he regularly shares
pieces on the various
components of healthy
sleep and sleep disorders.
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MPN QoL Study Group Team Bio - Dr. Shannon
Clark-Sienkiewicz

Contact Us
Please feel free to contact
us with questions or comments you may have. We
are always looking to improve the content and

topics that are covered in
this report, so please let us
know if there is anything
you would like to see in
future issues.
Please contact Ryan Eckert
at eckertr@uthscsa.edu
with questions/comments.
.

I am thrilled to be the newest member of the MPN QoL Study Group! I
recently moved from Detroit, MI to Phoenix, AZ, to pursue my passion for
research and explore ways in which complementary approaches to health
behavior change can impact the lives of MPN patients. In Detroit, I completed
my PhD in Clinical Health Psychology from Wayne State University. I am fresh
off my clinical internship year at Henry Ford Hospital, also in Detroit, where I
practiced as a consulting psychologist for the inpatient hospital, bariatric surgery team, and internal medicine clinic.
I began research in the Clinical-Behavioral Psychology program at Eastern
Michigan University where I studied addictive eating behaviors, behavioral
analysis, and social constructs of health, specifically among patients undergoing bariatric surgery. This training was my first opportunity to study the overlap between health and psychology and fostered my passion to research the
intersection between physical and mental health.
As a doctoral student at Wayne State, I began researching chronic pain and
was involved in the development of a couples-based treatment that taught
mindfulness-based stress reduction and values-based living techniques to
couples in which one or both partners suffered from chronic pain. I went on
to develop a group therapy for my dissertation that incorporated mindfulness, behavioral, and experiential components to help patients in primary
care improve their diet, increase exercise, and better manage stress. Completing my training in both individual and group-based therapy helped motivate me to seek out alternative methods for helping people change their
health behaviors and spurred my motivation to research web and app-based
methods to deliver treatment.
When I am not in the lab, I try to stay as active as possible. I am currently
an orange belt working toward my green belt in Krav Maga, a form of selfdefense originally developed by the Israeli army and adapted into a fitness
program in the US. I am also a fan of running and obstacle course racing. I
have completed more than fifteen Spartan, Tough Mudder, and Warrior Dash
races and love the challenge of a muddy rope climb! I believe that it is
through experience that we change our mindset, understanding, and belief in
what we can accomplish. I am recently married and both my husband, Eric,
and our dog, Squidward, are enjoying our recent move to the desert.
I’m looking forward to applying my personal passion for health, as well as my
background in managing chronic illness and developing complementary interventions, towards helping the MPN patient population achieve improved
quality of life.
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